DRY SANDS
Silikaat’s sieved dry sand is made from Männiku quarry’s sand by drying and sieving. Dry sand is packed
in bags from 25 kg to 1000 kg.
For de-icing sidewalks and parking lots aggregate fraction 2,0-6,0 mm; in 7,5 kg plastic bucket.
Sandblasting sand and other fractions can also be bought without a package (in bulk).
Recommended
use/ Fraction

Home and garden

Construction and
construction
mixtures

0 - 0,6 mm

snail protection

fine putty,
mixtures on potter
works and
plastering works

mortars and plasters joint filler for
pavement stones

0 - 0,8 mm

airing grass - filling
the joints of
pavement stones

0 - 1,25 mm

Sandblasting
works

Specifics

Availability

stainless steel,
aluminum, finishing of
tombstones, wood
cleaning, final
finishing before
painting, glass

mold sand for
metal casting

1t

softer structured metal
products - car wheel
rims with light rust

for making
kinetic sand

in bulk, 25 kg,1 t

brake slots for
golf fields

1t

1t

cement putty,
plaster mixtures,
mortars, concrete

0,5 - 1,25 mm

artificial grass,
maintenance of lawns

cement putty, plaster
mixtures, mortars,
concrete

cleaning of stone and
plaster facades

filter sand, fluidized
bed boilers in a
co-generation plant

0 - 2 mm

covering pathways or
designing borders children's sand boxes

mortars and plasters

cleaning granite tiles
and other such
details

beach volleyball
courts - hipodromes graveyards

0,63 - 2 mm

houseplant pots,
cat litter boxes,
aquariums

1 - 2 mm

2 - 6 mm

2 - 20 mm

de-icing - coating
decorative squares landscaping

coating pathways and
squares

potter works, concrete
aggregate, leveling
under pavement

primary processing of
tin rims and metal
products with rust and a
thick layer of paint

filter sand

concrete aggregate filtering layers - covering
tarred road sections load-bearing layer for
floating floors

cleaning the water
line of ships,
speedboats and
other such vehicles
when docking

filter sand - filter system
for trams and
locomotives - covering
tarred road sections in
the summer

coarse aggregate for
concrete - creating
filtering surface layers

removing particularly
thick layers, can be
used in stead of
cleaning with pellets

filter sand - de-icing
- gardening and
landscaping

building drainage
systems

aggregate for wetlands
and clay soil - gardening
and landscaping

in bulk, 25 kg, 1 t

25 kg, 1 t

1t

in bulk 25 kg, 1 t

in bulk

